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We perform a detailed quantum dynami al study of non-equilibrium Josephson os illations between intera ting Bose-Einstein ondensates onned in a nite-size double-well trap. We nd that
the Josephson jun tion an sustain multiple undamped Josephson os illations up to a hara teristi
time s ale τc without quasipart les being ex ited in the system. This may explain re ent related
experiments. Beyond a hara teristi time s ale τc the dynami s of the jun tion is governed by fast,
quasiparti le-assisted Josephson tunneling as well as Rabi os illations between the dis rete quasiparti le levels. We predi t that an initially self-trapped BEC state will be destroyed by these fast
dynami s.

One of the striking manifestations of quantum me hani s on a ma ros opi level is the parti le urrent indu ed
by the phase dieren e between two oherent wave fun tions onne ted by a weak link, known as the Josephson ee t [1℄. For tunneling between the ma ros opi
wave fun tions of two Bose-Einstein ondensates (BEC)
trapped in a double-well potential this phenomenon leads
to temporal os illations of the population imbalan e z
between the two ondensates even in the ground state
[2, 3℄. However, unlike in super ondu ting Josephson
jun tions, the intera tion between the atoms in the ondensates gives rise to regimes of fundamentally new dynami al behavior. If the initial population imbalan e
ex eeds a riti al value depending on the intera tion
strength, the large-amplitude Josephson os illations (delo alized regime) ease, and the BEC is trapped in one
of the two wells with only small-amplitude os illations of
z about the non-zero mean value (self-trapped regime).
This omplex, non-linear dynami s has been theoreti ally
predi ted for the ground state [4, 5, 6℄ and experimentally observed re ently [7℄. It is not only interesting in
its own right but also relevant for any merging pro ess of
BECs, e.g., for quantum engineering or for produ ing a
ontinuous sour e of ondensed atoms [8, 9℄.
In the re ent experiment [7℄ the Josephson jun tion is
prepared in a non-equilibrium situation by ramping up
the barrier between the ondensates suddenly, in a nonadiabati way. For this ase an immediate damping of the
Josephson os illations has been predi ted due to quasiparti le ex itations [10℄, whi h is, however, not observed
in the small traps of Ref. [7℄, revealing an in omplete
understanding of the non-equilibrium dynami s.
In this Letter we present a detailed study of the temporal non-equilibrium dynami s of Josephson- oupled
BECs after non-adiabati ally swit hing-on the Josephson oupling, in luding interatomi intera tions as well
as quasiparti le (QP) ex itations. As the main result we
nd that in small traps multiple, undamped Josephson
os illations are possibe up to a time s ale τc . At this time

FIG. 1: (Color online). A BEC in a double-well potential
after abrupt de rease of the barrier height. The denitions of
the parameters are explained in the text, see Eqs. (3)(5).

s ale the dynami s swit hes abruptly but ontinuously
from slow Josephson to fast Rabi os illations between
the dis rete QP levels. We also predi t that the selftrapped behavior is destroyed by the Rabi os illations,
i.e. for time t > τc the system swit hes to delo alized behavior, if it has previously been in a self-trapped state.
This highly non-linear behavior results essentially from
a separation of energy s ales in small traps with dis rete
QP level spa ing ∆, whi h an be hosen larger than J .
the ground state energy by the
Swit hing on J lowers
p
amount ∆E = J N1 (0)N2 (0), where N1 (0), N2 (0) are
the o upation numbers of the two BECs in the initial
state at time T = 0. Thus, after a sudden swit hing
two initially separated BECs are in an ex ited state ∆E
above the oupled ground state. Be ause of the large values of N1 , N2 this energy is su ient to ex ite QPs out of
the BECs. The time-dependent BEC amplitude a ts as a
perturbation on the QP system. However, transitions to
QP states are not allowed in perturbation theory, be ause
the frequen y of the os illations is less than their ex itation energy, J < ∆. Our detailed al ulations show that
su h transitions are only possible as a highly non-linear
pro ess after the hara teristi time τc .
We onsider a Bose-Einstein ondensed atomi gas in a

2
double-well trap as represented by Fig. 1. Su h a system
is most generally des ribed by the Hamiltonian


Z
1
3
†
∆ + Vext (r, t) Ψ̂(r, t)
H = d rΨ̂ (r, t) −
2m
Z
g
+
d3 rΨ̂† (r, t)Ψ̂† (r, t)Ψ̂(r, t)Ψ̂(r, t), (1)
2
where Ψ(r, t) is a bosoni eld operator, and we assume a
onta t intera tion between the bosons with g = 4πas /m
(as is the s-wave s attering length). Vext is the external double-well trapping potential. Initially, the barrier
between the two wells is assumed to be innitely large,
so that Josephson tunneling is absent. All bosons are
ondensed, and both ondensates are in the equilibrium
state. At time t = 0 the barrier is suddenly lowered so
that a Josephson weak link is established between the
wells. This nonadiabati pro ess drives the system out
of thermodynami equilibrium.
In order to develop the general non-equilibrium theory
for this system and to analyze its dynami s, we wish to
represent the Hamiltonian (1) in the omplete basis of
the exa t single-parti le eigenstates of the double-well
potential Vext (r, t > 0) after swit hing on the oupling
J . In this basis the eld operator reads,
X
Ψ̂(r, t) = φ1 (r)a1 (t) + φ2 (r)a2 (t) +
ϕn (r)b̂n (t), (2)
n6=0

where φ1 (r), φ2 (r) are the respe tive ground state wavefun tions of the two wells after lowering the barrier, and
the aα are the orresponding, time-dependent
ondensate
√
amplitudes ( -numbers), aα (t) = Nα eiθα (t) , α = 1, 2.
This semi lassi al treatment of the BECs negle ts phase
u tuations. It is justied for the experiments [7℄, where
the BECs are initially produ ed with xed phase relation and the parti le number is su iently large. The
appli ability of the semi lassi al approximation has been
dis ussed in detail in Refs. [10, 11, 12, 13℄ and has been
tested experimentally in Ref. [14℄. The quasiparti le dynami s will be treated fully quantum me hani ally. The
index n 6= 0 enumerates the exa t single-parti le ex ited
states, with ϕn (r) and b̂n (t) the orresponding eigenfun tions and bosoni destru tion operators, respe tively.
Note that by in luding ex ited states we go beyond the
frequently used two-mode approximation [4, 9℄ for the
BECs. For simpli ity we assume that the ground state
energies of the two wells before mixing are equal, E0 = 0,
and that the wavefun tions of the ex ited states extend
over both wells. Inserting the eld operator (2) into
Eq. (1) and evaluating the overlap matrix elements in
a straightforward way, the Hamiltonian takes for t > 0
the form, H = HBEC + Hqp + Hmix . HBEC des ribes
ondensate parti les,
HBEC = E0

2
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FIG. 2: (Color online). Time-evolution of ondensed and nonondensed parti les for the initial onditions z(0) = −0.6,
θ(0) = 0 and intera tion parameters u = u′ = 5, j ′ = 60,
k = 0 (delo alized regime). 5 QP levels were in luded in the
numeri al evaluation. (a) The dynami s of the BEC population imbalan e z(T ) is shown (solid bla k line). The dashed,
blue line shows, for omparison, the behavior without QP
oupling, u′ = j ′ = k = 0, in agreement with Ref. [5℄. (b)
z(T ) vs. θ(T ) map. The arrow indi ates the dire tion of time
evolution. The time T = τc is marked by the bla k dot. It is
seen that at T = τc the system hanges dynami ally from a
θ = 0 to a θ = π jun tion with more errati phase evolution.
( ) Time evolution of the non- ondensed parti le population.
The bla k urve (also in the inset) shows the parti le o upation of the rst level n(1)
b , while the red urve is the sum of all
ve levels nb . For T < τc the two urves pra ti ally oin ide.

with the Josephson oupling J and the intera tion between ondensed parti les, U > 0. Hqp orresponds to
single-parti le ex itations,
Hqp =

X

n6=0

En b̂†n b̂n +

U′ X † †
b̂ b̂ b̂ b̂ ,
2 n,m m n n m

(4)

where En are the (bare) QP energies, and U ′ is the repulsive intera tion between non- ondensed parti les. Mixing
between the BECs and the QP system is des ribed by

X
1 ∗ ∗
∗
∗
†
′
(a1 a2 + a2 a1 )b̂n b̂n + (a1 a2 b̂n b̂n + h.c.)
Hmix = J
2
n


2
X
1
(a∗α aα ) b̂†n b̂n + (a∗α a∗α b̂n b̂n + h.c.) .
+K
4
n,α=1
(5)
Here the oupling onstant J ′ arises as a QP-assisted
Josephson tunneling as well as a pairwise QP reation/destru tion out of both BECs simultaneously. K
represents the density-density intera tion of ondensed
and non- ondensed parti les and the pairwise QP reation/destru tion out of ea h of the BECs separately. In
deriving Eq. (5) we negle ted the o-diagonal in n and

3
m elements be ause of dierent spatial dependen e of the
wavefun tions.
To treat the non-equilibrium quantum dynami s of the
system, we use the Keldysh Green's fun tion G+ C, generalized to Bose- ondensed systems. The QP part reads,


hTC b̂n (t)b̂†m (t′ )i hTC b̂n (t)b̂m (t′ )i
Gnm (t, t′ ) = −i
hTC b̂†n (t)b̂†m (t′ )i hTC b̂†n (t)b̂m (t′ )i


Gnm (t, t′ ) Fnm (t, t′ )
,
(6)
=
F nm (t, t′ ) Gnm (t, t′ ),

where TC implies time ordering along the Keldysh ontour, i.e. ea h of the normal and anomalous bosoni
Green's fun tions G and F is a 2 × 2 matrix in Keldysh
spa e. The ondensate part is lassi al with trivial time
ordering,


aα (t)a∗β (t′ ) aα (t)aβ (t′ )
′
Cαβ (t, t ) = −i
. (7)
a∗α (t)a∗β (t′ ) a∗α (t)aβ (t′ )
The equations of motion for G + C are derived in a
standard way [15℄. Transforming the time variables to
enter-of mass and relative oordinates, T = (t + t′ )/2
and τ = (t − t′ ), observing that the Josephson dynami s
depending on T is slow ompared to the inverse QP energies (J < ∆), the relative oordinate an be set τ = 0 in
all propagators and self-energies. We treat the QP intera tion in Eq. (4) within the self- onsistent BogoliubovHartree-Fo k approximation [16℄. This will be su ient
for the present purpose, sin e QP ollisions, negle ted
here, will play a role only for su iently high population
of QP levels (see below). The normal and anomalous
QP self-energies, Σn (τ = 0, T ), Ωn (τ = 0, T ), are then
diagonal in the QP level index n and read,
Σn (T ) = K(N1 + N2 ) + J ′ (a∗1 a2 + a∗2 a1 )
X
+ 2iU ′
G<
mm (T ),

(8)

m

2
X
K X
<
aα aα + J ′ a1 a2 + iU ′
Fmm
(T ), (9)
Ωn (T ) =
2 α=1
m

with Σ = Σ and Ω = Ω∗ . After lengthy but straightforward al ulations one arrives at the oupled set of equations for the non- ondensate propagators G< (τ = 0, T ),
F < (τ = 0, T ) and the omplex ondensate amplitudes
a1 (T ), a2 (T ),
∂ <
<
<
Gnn (T ) = Ωn (T )F nn (T ) − Ωn (T )Fnn
i
(T ),
∂T
 ∂

<
<
i
− 2En − 2Σn (T ) Fnn
(T ) = Ωn (T )Gnn (T )
∂T
(10)
+ Ωn (T )G<
nn (T ),


∂
a1 (T ) = U |a1 (T )|2 + KNb (T ) a1 (T ) − Ja2 (T )
i
∂T

X
J′ ∗
K ∗
′
<
(11)
+J Nb (T )a2 (T ) + i
a (T ) + a2 (T )
Fnn
(T ).
2 1
2
n

The equation for a2 (T ) is obtained from Eq. (11) by
a1 ⇄ a2 . From Eqs. (10), (11) we ompute the o upa(n)
tion numbers for bosons out of ondensate, Nb (T ) =
P
(n)
hb̂†n (T + )b̂n (T )i, Nb (T ) =
n Nb (T ), the ondensate
population imbalan e z(T ) = [N1 (T ) − N2 (T )]/N , normalized by the total parti le number N = N1 (0) +
N2 (0)+ Nb (0), and the time evolution of the phase dieren e θ(T ) = θ2 (T ) − θ1 (T ). To absorb the large fa tors
of parti le numbers appearing in Eqs. (9)(11) it is useful to dene the dimensionless parameters u = N U /J ,
(n)
u′ = N U ′ /J , j ′ = N J ′ /J , k = N K/J , and nb (T ) =
(n)
Nb (T )/N .
Without oupling to the QP ex itations (j ′ = k = 0),
Eq. (11) redu es to the two-mode model of Smerzi et al.
[5℄, exhibiting the self-trapped and delo alized regimes,
with a Josephson os illation frequen y of
p
(0)
ωJ = 2|J| 1 + u/2

(12)

in the linear regime (Eq. (10) in Ref. [5℄). When, however, j ′ 6= 0, k 6= 0 and QPs are ex ited, Nb (T ) > 0,
the QP-assisted Josephson tunneling term in Hmix beomes a tive (J ′ -term in Eq. (11)). One then expe ts an
enhan ed Josephson frequen y, with roughly J repla ed
by J[1 − j ′ nb (T )] in Eq. (12). At the same time, Rabi
(n)
os illations of the Nb (T ), i.e. of QP pairs between the
BEC and the ex ited levels, with frequen ies ωR ≈ 2En
set in, .f. Eq. (10). As a result, in this QP-dominated
regime one expe ts omplex, high-frequen y anharmoni
os illatory behavior.
The omplete numeri al solutions of Eqs. (9)(11) for
a nite-size trap with N = 5 · 105 parti les (level spa ing
∆ = En+1 − En = 10J , taking 5 QP levels into a ount
[17℄) are shown for typi al parameter values in Fig. 2
for the delo alized regime and in Fig. 3 for the initially
self-trapped regime.
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FIG. 3: (Color online). Same as in Fig. 2, but for u = u′ = 25
(self-trapped regime) and j ′ = 30. In (a) the dashed, blue line
shows the behavior without QP intera tions, u′ = 0.
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the s ale where nb (t) rst ex eeds 0.05 and extra ted it
from our solutions. As seen in Fig. 3 (a), τc is essentially
independent of the QP intera tion u′ . The dependen e
of 1/τc on the parameters j ′ and k (Fig. 4) is remarkably
linear, and for j ′ < k no transition to the QP-dominated
regime is found.
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FIG. 4: (Color online). Dependen e of the inverse time-s ale
τc−1 on two main parameters j ′ and k, for the initial onditions
as in Fig. 3. In the left panel the white area orresponds to j ′
and k values for whi h τc was not found; we assume τc → ∞
in this ase. The right panel shows a ollapse of all τc−1 urves
onto a single one with the simple law τc−1 ∼ j ′ −k. The s atter
is due to the ambiguity in the numeri al denition of τc .

The results reprodu e the expe ted behavior dis ussed
above in the regime with nite QP population. The parameters were hosen su h that the energy ∆E stored
in the two BECs by the initial, non-adiabati swit hingonpof J is mu h greater than the QP energies, ∆E ≈
J N1 (0)N2 (0) ≫ ∆. The most striking and most important feature seen in both gures is that nevertheless
multiple undamped Josephson os illations o ur for an
extended period of time without QPs being ex ited. The
reason for this behavior is that in the initial state the
QP population nb (t) is vanishing and, therefore, the QPassisted Josephson tunneling term J ′ in Eq. (5) does not
ontribute. Hen e, the Josephson os illations have the
(0)
bare frequen y ωJ ≈ ωJ < 2∆ whi h is not su ient to
ex ite a QP pair perturbatively. Only for times greater
than a hara teristi time τc the highly non-linear dynami s of the system makes QP ex itations possible. In
this long-time regime the nite QP population nb (t) and
fast os illations of the BEC population imbalan e z(t)
stabilize ea h other mutually: nb (t) > 0 implies a QPenhan ed Josephson frequen y, and the resulting fast osillations (ωJ > 2∆) of z(t) an e iently ex ite QPs via
the mixing Hamiltonian (5).
The fast, QP-indu ed dynami s implies two further
features. (1) As seen from Fig. 3 (a) an initially selftrapped state is destroyed and the system hanges to a
delo alized state at the same time when nb (T ) be omes
sizeable. (2) At the onset of the fast dynami s the system
hanges from a θ = 0 to θ = π Josephson jun tion, see
Figs. 2 (b), 3 (b). This an be understood qualitatively,
in that the large phase dieren e θ(T ) ≈ π is required to
sustain the large Josephson urrent in the state with fast
dynami s.
Sin e the transition to the QP-dominated regime is not
des ribed by a Fermi golden rule, it is hard to analyse the
time s ale τc analyti ally. We dened τc numeri ally as

To on lude, we have presented a detailed quantum
dynami al study of the non-linear Josephson dynami s
of BECs onned in a nite-size double-well potential,
in luding oupling to quasiparti le states. Remarkably,
the system an sustain multile, undamped Josephson osillations for an extended time period before quasiparti les get ex ited and the behavior hanges abruptly to
a regime of fast Josephson and Rabi os illations. Only
in this quasiparti le-dominated regime we expe t strong
damping of the os illations due to inelasti quasiparti le
ollisions, equilibrating the system at a nite temperature. This will be a subje t of further resear h. The
sharp but ontinuous transition from the Josephson- to
the quasiparti le-dominated regime should be experimentally observable.
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